The initiatives you support as an AGS Corporate Angel directly contribute to shaping the future landscape of geospatial professionals and tradecraft, as well as the geographic expertise of our next generation of citizens and leaders.

"Being an AGS Teacher Fellow has been the highlight of my year. I have so much to process and create for my students as a result of this experience."

AGS Teacher Fellow 2019-2020

The American Geographical Society has worked long and hard to help rebuild geographic education in the United States, after its decline in the 20th century. Twenty years ago (2000), AGS Councilor Dr. Alec Murphy led the effort to establish the Advanced Placement (AP) Human Geography course, which has steadily increased to 250,000+ students annually, growing each year at more than 10%.

AGS is committed to nurturing this platform for educating the next generation of citizens and leaders about our complex world, building educational resources for APHG students, and professional development opportunities for their teachers. Not only is AGS committed to providing content resources to this community, but it is committed to introducing them to the explosion in new geospatial technologies and data sources that help enrich their understanding about our changing world.

This will lead to a society of geographic thinkers who are more capable of harnessing the power of all the geospatial innovation that industry, government, academe and the social sector are bringing to bear on the challenges facing our society – challenges that can only really be understood geographically.

This effort requires continual investment to develop new educational resources that keep up with our ever changing world. As such, we are asking that you consider supporting this effort by becoming an AGS Corporate Angel, contributing $2,000 on an annual basis to directly fund the Society’s support for its AGS Geography Teacher Fellows and the wider AP Human Geography teacher and student community.

The Geospatial Revolution has brought an explosion in the number and variety of geospatial technology, data and analytics companies and organizations, changing how we see the world around us. These companies and organizations come in all shapes and sizes. We hope that you will join us and make this commitment to advancing geographic education in America.
Make a difference in geographic education while building opportunities for your business

The good feeling associated with helping to transform this next generation of citizens and leaders into a generation of geographic thinkers and global citizens is nice, but some businesses seek more. Your company’s active involvement as an AGS Corporate Angel can create opportunity around:

- Early and late stage Recruitment and Talent Acquisition
- Access to the Latest in Geospatial Data and Technology Innovations
- Brand Exposure & Business Development Opportunities
- Participation in a Global Platform for Thought Leadership
- Access to Senior Leaders in Government and Industry

How do We Get Started?

1). Go to [https://americangeo.org/corporate-angel-form](https://americangeo.org/corporate-angel-form) to make your $2000 annual charitable donation and provide your information to join the ranks of the AGS Corporate Angels community.

2). On the form you will identify the leader from your corporate team who will serve as an AGS Fellow as part of your annual Corporate Angel membership. Additional Fellows are $500/year each.

3). Assemble your high resolution web and print-ready corporate logos and graphics for placement in the AGS website, social media, event features, and direct marketing that will reach our growing community of 250,000+.

4). Showcase unique geographic/geospatial content from your company that could benefit students, teachers, and professionals in our field.

5). Start working with the AGS team to have your company featured in our cue of AGS Corporate Spotlights to highlight the contributions your company makes to geospatial innovation and geographic understanding.

Want to get further involved in the AGS to further grow your geospatial business? Contact us today, and find out how!

Questions? Get involved today!

jkonarski@americangeo.org